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tt.One

Virtualize the number—for more
To get a conversation started—whether it’s to provide customer support, foster better workplace
collaboration, or power up OTT chats—you need at least two parties: a dialogue. It also means you
need a mobile strategy to support their real-time dialogues, including which inbound numbers they
can use.
Enter tt.One—a portfolio of mobile phone numbers with 2-way SMS and voice. With all the core
mobile communications capabilities enabled, you get complete control of your messaging and
voice flow across all communication channels—and let the users choose how to continue the
conversation. No wonder they call it the One.

tyntec Distinction
Single point of contact: Create multi-country telecom access without any of the
complications of interworking agreements

Seamless mobile-IP interoperability: tyntec’s patent-protected infrastructure
ensures a uniform end-user SMS and voice service experience

Use Case
BYOD integration
Bring what works for you: the key to boundless collaboration

01

Employee brings her
own device, but uses
the company‘s virtual
phone as an app

02

Employee calls or texts
contacts using the app,
using the company‘s
virtual phone number.

03

Employee‘s contact sees the
company phone number and
can contact the employee
back on that number.

04

Employee receives the
call or text via the app
or office phone.

You say your company can‘t support personally-owned and work devices on the same network. Your
employees say no fair. But employee-owned devices needn‘t represent a threat to company security.
A sound BYOD policy can provide a fluid and secure foundation for collaboration—and tyntec can
show you how, by powering enterprise communication applications and phones with virtual phone
numbers, and full voice and SMS capabilities. Now employees who want to bring their own device
can keep their personal number private—and still text and call from the company‘s phone number.

Numbers tyntec Provides
Mobile numbers without premium fees: We provide SMS-capable long codes, globally reachable,
with no additional fees.

Voice & SMS numbers: You get a single virtual number for 2-way SMS and voice calls.

Key Features
Temporary, disposable numbers: Ultimate privacy protection with numbers that can be assigned
temporarily to users, ads, and OTT services.

SMS & voice features: All the standard features of our SMS and voice services provided.
Virtualization service: Get more from your existing pool of phone numbers, including landlines with
SMS enablement, without having to buy additional mobile numbers.

IT governance: With virtual numbers, the enterprise gets in control of call and message flows,
which can be fully administered by your IT department.

About tyntec
tyntec (www.tyntec.com) is a telecom-web convergence company that connects the immediacy and
convenience of telecom with the power of the Internet. Partnering with telecom operators around
the world, tyntec enables enterprises and Internet brands to power their applications, authentication,
and mission-critical communications with universal mobile services such as SMS, voice and phone
numbers in the cloud.
Founded in 2002, tyntec employs over 150 people in six offices around the globe, serving more than
500 global businesses, Internet brands and telecom operators.
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